
            
               GOD IS PLEASED 

     ( D – major ) 
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     D        fis                       D               h   D  A 

1. GOD is pleased, if someone consciously proclaims he belongs to him. 
    D              fis    D             h      D             A 

    As a part of GOD, the last instance, he is sure, that he just wins. 
    G         A   D     G       h7                    e       A 

    Even if the doubts appear, he knows, that GOD´s promise will stay. 
    G            A   D      G       D         A      D 

    He gives shelter, dries the tears, if grief will darken our day. 
 
2. Our paths are sometimes quite oblique, and Christians too feel sorrow, pain, 
    they also must endure critique, oppression, but it`s not the same, 
    if you walk alone on earth here or build on GOD`s grace and care. 
    With GOD`s shelter and his mercy each depression you can bear. 
 
3. All the same how old are you, the problems come and difficulties. 
    Sometimes you feel  sad and blue,  each time shows adversities 
    Often we`ve to struggle, fight and to survive, not to despair. 
    But as Christians by GOD`s might we can count on divine care. 
 
4. Christians try to act and live like those, who are led by trust and love, 
    who can sacrifice and give like those, who are influenced from high above, 
    rising up against injustice, violence and oppression, need, 
    who are willing to trust his care, grant help, if someone bleeds. 
 
5. If we stick to GOD declaring we all come out of one source, 
    children of one Father sharing happiness and need of course, 
    we try to work for understanding, for a world without a war, 
    without hate, oppression sending signs of love we`re longing for. 
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